Withlacoochee Technical College
Citrus County Public Safety Training Center

RETIRED OFFICER FIREARM QUALIFICATION HR-218 (4 HOURS)

Date: April 6, 2018 Time: 08:00-12:00

Registration Deadline: March 23, 2018

The course consists of a 2-hr classroom safety and legal session followed by an opportunity to
qualify under FDLE’s qualification course of fire. The course is timed and requires a total of 40
rounds, Minimum Score of 80% or 32 of 40 rounds in the scoring area.
Participants must provide (Unloaded) Firearm capable of holding 5 or more rounds, two magazines or two speed loaders, holster and ammunition (Factory ammo No Reloads) a baseball style
cap or hat with a brim must Protective eye and ear wear provided.
WTC range rules and policies will be in effect and followed by each participant prior to qualification. The Range Master’s determination will be the final authority for all issues of safety, scoring
and equipment. Any weapon, holster, ammunition, or related equipment found unsafe for qualification will be prohibited on the range. Participants are allowed up to two weapon malfunctions
during the qualification round and only two attempts to qualify. Remedial training will not be
provided
To qualify as a “retired officer” participants must meet the following requirements to be
“qualified”:
1.
Retired in good standing;
2.
Prior to retirement had full arrest powers;
3.
Had 10 or more years of employment as a law enforcement officer; or
4.
Retired due to a service connected disability;
5.
Has a non-forfeitable (vested) right to retirement benefits with employing agency;
6.
Is not under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Retires must verify the above requirements, provide photo ID , retired ID card, and
verify that they have never been convicted of a felony or domestic violence.

Citrus County Public Safety Training Center
1201 West Main Street
Inverness, Florida 34450
352-726-2430 Ext 4376

For more information ,Visit:

WWW.CCPSTC.COM

HR 218 COURSE OF FIRE
Stage 1 HIP POSITION FROM HOLSTER

Stage 2 TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM READY GUN

Using single target from the 1 to 3-yard line shoot:

Using single target from the 3-yard line shoot:

2 rounds in 4 seconds

2 rounds in 1 second

Repeat one time for a total of 4 rounds

Repeat two times for a total of 6 rounds

Stage 3 TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER

Stage 4 TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER

Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:

Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:

2 rounds in 4 seconds from the holster

3 rounds in 5 seconds.

2 rounds in 4 seconds from ready gun position

Repeat one time for a total of 6 rounds

2 rounds in 4 seconds from ready gun position

Stage 5 TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER

Stage 6 TWO-HAND HIGH POINT FROM HOLSTER

Using single target from the 7-yard line shoot:

Using single target from the 15-yard line shoot:

12 rounds in 45 seconds. (Mandatory Reload)

6 rounds in 30 seconds.

FIREARMS QUALIFICATION COURSE REQUIREMENTS
1. Officers shall, at minimum, be required to demonstrate proficiency at 80% or higher with the type of weapon that the officer carries. The minimum score is calculated at 32 of 40 rounds in the scoring area. The scoring area shall be any hit that is
inside or touches the exterior scoring line, for example, 4 and 5 zone of B-21E.
2. Officers shall use the B-21E target or equivalent.
3. The Firearms Qualification Course shall be administered by a currently certified
Commission-approved firearms instructor.
4. Must qualify with the type of weapon to be carried.
5. Participants are allowed up to two malfunctions with weapon before being
disqualified
6. Participants will only be allowed two attempts to qualify.
7. Remedial training will not be provided.
8. No open toe sandals or shoes allowed.
9. Baseball style hat required, can bring your own shooting eye and ear protection,
or it will be provided for you.

